
ADOPTION CONTRACT 

                                                                        Date_____________ 

                                                                                                                    

Beetween Mr/Mrs_________________________________ born in __________________, 

F.C. ______________________________resident in___________________________  

prov.(___), address_____________________________________________,n°____ 

telephone________________ Mobile___________________ E-mail_______________       

And 

Mr. Farruggio Santo, born in Palagonia (CT) on 22/07/1960 resident in Palagonia (CT), via 

Marsala n°24, P.C. 95046,  F.C. FRRSNT60L22G253O, VAT n° 04055250874, owner of 

company farm “Frasada Food”, falling into the agricultural area of Mineo (CT) in C.da 

Palma, street 48, particle 278, the following is agreed and stipulated: 

1) Mr/Mrs _________________________________ with this contract intends to adopt 

n°___ plant(s) of red oranges Rooster Tarok variety of the above fund; 

2) Mr/Mrs _________________________________ undertakes to send a duplicate 

signed copy of this contract by e-mail or by means of Recommendation; 

3) Mr/Mrs _________________________________ undertakes to make the advance 

payment by bank transfer, headed to                       , at the agency of              , IBAN                                                                                           

; 

4) The agreed amount is € 99.00 for each plant adopted (€ 80.00 if the customer 

prefers to come to the farm to harvest the fruit of the plant); 

Mr. Farruggio Santo is committed to: 

1) Return a copy of this contract signed by email or by means of Recommendation; 

2) Send a regular invoice for the amount indicated in this contract after receiving the 

bank transfer; 

3) Email a photo of the tree adopted with a code formed by the row and number of the 

plant in that row; 

4) Inform periodically via E-mail about all the interventions made on the plant (E.g. 

irrigation, fertilization, pruning, plowing, etc.); 

5) Send kg 50 of Rooster Tarok oranges, assorted in the caliber 180/160/108/90/72, 

for one single agricultural year (One Year), with no additional shipping costs (Valid 

only in Italy; in case of shipment to a foreign country, the difference in price for the 

shipment will be charged to the receiver); 

6) The first shipment will take place on the basis of the fruit ripening times, on average 

between the third decade of December and the third decade of January. The 

second shipment will take place approximately 30 days after the first or at the 

customer's request. The customer can choose to ship the expected quantity in one 

shipment. 



This contract is governed by art. 1472 of the Italian Civil Code "Future sale of the fruits of a 

tree" and is valid for one year from the date of stipulation. 

 

CONTRACT SIGNATURE                                                                 FARRUGGIO SANTO  

___________________                                                                     __________________ 

 

CONSENT TO THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA 

This information is provided in compliance with the art. 13 of D.Lgs n.196/2003. The data 

you provide will be processed by the owner of the company farm “Frasada Food”, headed 

by Farruggio Santo resident in Palagonia (CT) in via Marsala n°24, P.C. 95046, F.C. 

FRRSNT60L22G253O, VAT n° 04055250874, exclusively for the purpose of delivering the 

requested product or service and and not excessive in relation to the purposes of the 

collection. The processing will take place by adopting all the security measures that are 

appropriate to guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of the data in accordance with the 

current personal data protection code. 

Data provided by you will not be divulged to third parties, unless the communication or 

dissemination of data required by law, police, judicial authorities, information and security 

bodies or other public bodies is purpose of state defense or security, prevention, detection 

or repression of offenses. At any time, as an interested party, you may exercise the rights 

mentioned by art. 7 of D. Lgs. 196/2003. 

The provision of data is optional, but the refusal to provide them implies the impossibility of 

following up on your request. 

By submitting this form you declare that you have read the privacy notice and consent to 

the processing of your data for the purposes and with the methods indicated. 


